Dynamic programming is one of the methods which utilize special structures of large-scale mathematical programming problems. Conventional dynamic programming, however, can hardly solve mathematical programming problems with many constraints. This paper proposes differential dynamic programming algorithms for solving large- show the efficiency of the present algorithms.
n n n nnn (n=2, ... ,N)
It is clear that separable programs satisfy the above conditions. Moreover, almost all large-scale mathematical programming problems which have been discussed by many researchers [9, 12] also satisfy these conditions. Therefore Condition (Cl) implies that 374 K. Ohno (P)=min{~l (x1'~2(···'~n-1 (xn_1,fn(xn,···,xN»···»1 (x1,···,~)EX} ~ minS {~1(x1'~2(···'~ l(x 1,min{f Is l~g 1,g~O, sn_lE n-l nnn nnh.~O (i~n, .
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In a way similar to (2.3), for s lES l'
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From this and Condition (Cl) it follows that for sn_lESn_l F (s 1) = min {~ (x ,min{f +lls =g , g~O, hi~O (i=n+l, ... ,N)}) I n nsnESn n n n n n a (s l'x )=s , h ~O} n nn n n ~ min{~ (x ,F +1(0 (s l'x ») la (s l'x )ES , h ~O} n n n n nn n nn n n ~ min{~ (x ,F +1(0 (s l'x »)Ih (x )~O}.
n n n n nn n n Clearly, (2.4) holds for sn_liSn_l' and (P N ) is reduced to (2.5).
Since Fl(O) is identical with the optimal value of (P), Theorem 1 implies that every optimal solution of (P) can be obtained by solving first Subproblem (2.5) and solving (2.4) recursively for n=N-l, •.. ,l. That is, Problem (P) with N N Ilk -dimentional variable and m+ Ilm constraints has been decomposed into N n= n n~ n subproblems with each k n -dimensional variable and m~ or mn constraints.
Remark 1. The above decomposition of (p) is different from that in [16] .
In [16] , it is assumed that (Cl) and, Then the following recurrence relations hold for n=l, ... ,N-l: (2.6) F (s ) = min{i;; (x ,F +l(O-l(x ,s ))) Ih (x )50, x EV }, n n n n n n n n n n n n where O-l(x ,s )=max{s lERm; a (x ,s +1)5S } and V ={x ; n n n n+ n n n n n n
there exists ° (x, n n s ) for given s}. Since (2.6) includes the function 0-1 n n n and the set V , it is n not easy to discuss (2.6) theoretically.
As noted above, (P) can be solved by using (2.5) and (2.4) recursively.
However, it is almost impossible to solve (P) with m~3 by using (2.5) and (2.4). This is because both the storage of F (s 1) for suitable lattice points of n nsn_l and the comparisons of values ~ (x .,F +1(0 (s l'x ))) at all xn satisfyn n' n n nn ing h (x )50 for each lattice point of s 1 are required. Thus an iterative n n nmethod based on (2.5) and (2.4), which is called a D.D.P., will be developed in the following sections.
Kuhn-Tucker Conditions
Define the Lagrangian functions L (n=l, ... ,N) for subproblems given'by n (2.4) and (2.5) as: for n=l, ... ,N-l, L (x , A,S 1) n n n n- Frechet-derivative of 0 with respect to x , respectively. That is, V ~ =(a~ 1 k 2 n 2 . . n . . xn n ax , ... ,a~ /ax n), V ~ =(a ~ /axlax J ), V 0 =(aol/ax J ) and for any m-dimensional n n n x n n n n x n n n T 2 m· 2 . vector z, z IJ 0 =.L:lzJv oJ Note that gradient vectors are taken as row vecx n J= x n tors in relation to Jacobian matrices.
Suppose that Problan (P) has an optimal solution {x*; n=l, ... ,N}. Then n the optimal trajectory {s*; n=l, ... ,N} corresponding to {x*} can be determined n n by (2.2). Moreover each subproblem (P ) with s l=s* 1 has also the optimal n nnsolution {x~; i=n, ... ,N}, and hence the optimal value F (s* 1) l .* . * . * n nx =x* in (2.4) and (2.5). Let h J , 0N J , Vh n J and so on denote n n . n is attained at h~(X~), ~(s~_l' x~), Vh~ (x~) and so on, and put for n=l, ... ,N,
.* 1* = {j; h J =0 j=l, ... ,m n and {IJ oJ ; jEI*} are also linearly independent.
x N This condition implies that the second-order constraint qualification is satisfied for each subproblem, if F n + l is twice continously differentiable (differentiability of F n + l will be proved in Lemma 1). Consequently, it follows from the second-order necessary conditions [4, p.25 ] for x* to be an optimal solun tion of (P ) with s l=s* 1 that: For each n=l, ... ,N-l, there exists a n nnLagrange mUltiplier A* such that x n ay n n+l x n n n 0, and such that for every T 2 .* vector z satisfying Vh J z=Q for all jEI*, n n
where Diag(A ) denotes the diagonal matrix with the j-th diagonal element A j 
x n y x n n x n y n n x n x n n x n 
x n n nn n n and (3.16) It should be noted that for arbitrarily fixed s l' T (X ,s 1)=0 is a system nn n nof (kn+m n ) equations for the same number of unknowns and that TN(XN,sN_l)=O with fixed sN_l is a system of (kN+rnN+m) equations for the same number of unknowns. Therefore if X* (n=l, ... ,N) is an isolated solution of T (X ,s* 1)=0, n n n nthat is, if there exists a neighbourhood of X~ which contains no other solutions of T (X ,s* 1)=0, then X* satisfying the second-order necessary condin n nn tions can be obtained by solving T (X ,Si' 1)=0 in the neighbourhood without n n ntaking into account inequalities (3.5) and (3.6) or (3.11) and (3.12) . From inverse function theorem [23, p.125] it follows that i f the Jacobian matrix of T with respect to X is nonsingular at X~, then X* is an isolated solution of n n n T (X ,s* 1)=0. The Jacobian matrix of T n' denoted by J , is: for n=l, ... ,N-l, n n nn [8] :
Now denote by
for n=N a solution of T (X,s 1)=0 for fixed s 1 and by K (X,s 1) the Jacobian n n nnn n nmatrix of Tn with respect to sn_l' The Jacobian matrix Kn is given by
K (X ) = xs n n nn n,sn_l A (X,s 1) n n nwhere for n=l, ... ,N-l, F (s 1) = ~ (x*(s l),F +1(0 (s l'x*(s 1»»' n nn n nn n nn na VF n (sn_1) = ~-~ (x*(s l),F +1(0 (s l'x*(s l»»VF +1(0 (s l' ay n n nn n nn nn n n- where for n=l, ... ,N, X*(s 1) belongs to a neighbourhood 0xn of X* and
), (3.13) becomes 
Differential Dynamic Programming
Denote any iteration procedure for solving the system of the nonlinear equations (4.1)
T (X,s 1)=0 for fixed n n n-
n n n' n-l -1 n n-l where k=O,l, .... Since by Lemma 1, I n (X n ,sn_l) exists for XnEOX and sn_lEOs ' for example, Newton's method is described as
U (X,s 1) = X -J (X,s l)T (X,s 1)· n n nn n n nn n nLet an initial guess {XOEO n ; n=l, ... ,N} be given. Then the initial trajectory n X {sO; n=O, ... ,N} corresponding to {xO} is determined by (2.2) with s~=O. As n n n-0 n' n =U (X,s 1) will come nearer to the optimal solution of F (s 1). In particun n n-° 1 1 n nlar, since So is always fixed to the origin, Xl and sI given by 1 0 0 1 0 1 Xl = Ul(Xl,sO) and sI = 0l(sO'x l )
will come nearer to xt and st. This suggests the following conceptual algok+l k+l k k k+l rithm: Compute X by X =U (X,s 1) for n=N, ... ,l and determine s by k n n n n nn (2.2) with sO=O for n=l, ... ,N-l. However, it should be noted that T , J and n n K (n=1, ... ,N-2) which may be used in U contain unknown values F l(sk), n n n+ n ~F +l(sk) and ~2F l(sk). Therefore it is essential to obtain their approxi- 
n n nn n n nn n nNote that as shown by 0.9), (3.14), (3.16) Set k=O.
Step 1:
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and X N ' respectively.
Step 2: Step 3:
Step 4:
(4.13) and (4.14)
Step 5:
n+ n s n nn sx n nn n n n n- control problem is one of the most important problems with such E",n' Moreover, a separable program is composed of such E, and 0 given by 0 (s l'x )=s 1 n n n nn n+c'(x). Therefore the D.D.P. algorithm for solving separable programs ben n comes much simpler than the present D.D.P. algorithm [22] .
In the following, 11·11 denotes £1 norm or the corresponding Le., for matrix A=(a~), 11 All =max Lla~l. For n=l, ... ,N, there exist nonnegative numbers a and p such that for
and Xn"OX' U (X ,s l)-X*(s 1) =>a (cS) ,where 1f p""O, n n nn nn n then an<l; For n=l, ... ,N-l, there exist positive numbers b nl , b n2 and b n3 such k n--l k n that for sn_lEOs and XnEOX'
Then the optimal solution {X*} of (P) is a point of attraction of the D.D.P. The proof is given in Section S. In [22] a similar result is shown for the D.D.P. algorithm for solving separable programs. In [22] , however, its convergence rate is not shown explicitly and the constant corresponding to p in (C 7 ) is assumed positive. Since p in (C 7 ) may be zero, almost all iteration methods for solving a system of nonlinear equations satisfy Condition (C 7 ). In fact, Newton's method, discrete Newton's method, some modifications of Newton's method, secant method [23] , quasi-Newton methods [2] and Newton-Moser type method [6] satisfy Condition (C 7 ) with p>O. In addition, parallel-chord method, simplified Newton method and successive overrelaxation method [23] satisfy (C 7 ) with p=O. Consequently, all these methods can be used as U in the D.D.P. n n nn n nn n n n n n n Therefore Lemma 2 implies that Newton's method satisfies Condition (C 8 ). be-- ... , Step 1 is modified as follows:
Step 1-1:
and
Step 1-2:
Step 1-3:
Step 1-4:
Compute FN and VF N by (4.5) and (4.6), respectively, and V 2 
Modified Differential Dynamic Programming
In the D.D.P. algorithm discussed in the previous sections, equalities (3. 3), (3.4), (3.9) and (3.10) in the Kuhn-Tucker conditions have played a major role, but inequalities (3.5), (3.6), (3.11) and (3.12) in the conditions have been intentionally neglected, because these inequalities are unnecessary for the local convergence of the D.D.P. algorithm. Thus, if the initial guess {XO} is far from the optimal solution of (P), then the D.D.P. algorithm has a n tendency to generate a sequence {Xk} converging to the unconstrained optimal n solution or an optimal solution of (P) with some neglected constraints. This tendency will be corrected by taking into consideration those inequalities. A natural way to do so is to restrict X~+l (n=l, ... ,N) so that they satisfy those inequalities.
For given positive numbers En (n=l, ... ,N) and E, put
J; n Xn)~En' J-, ... ,m n n= , ... " =, , ... £ is an appropriately chosen nonnegative number. For example, when U (Xk, n n represents Newton's method (4.2), the corresponding modification V (Xk,
V (X,s 1; £) = X -(r ) J (X,s l)T (X,s 1)' n n nn n n n nn n nk k given. Set k=O.
Step Then compute F N , VF N and ':/ FN by (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7), respectively.
Step 2 for JEI and Ak+l J~ -E' for j such that A J~_E' are all satn n n n n isfied. Then compute Fk, VF k and V 2 Fk by (4.9), (4.10) and (4.11), respectiven n n ly. Set
Step 3:
n=n-l and repeat this step until n=2. that hi (Xl ) ~El for j Ell and At+ l j~E~ :~or j such that Al J~-Ei are all satisfied.
where r is a given positive number less than one and £, is the smallest nonn.ega-, k+l k k+l ' k'
tive integer such that h~(xn )~En for jE1n and An J~_E~ for j such that An J ~-E' are all satisfied. algorithm with Newton's method, respectively. Time is measured in milliseconds. This is the well-known Rosen-Suzuki Test Problem [25] . The optimal solution (x~,x~,x~,xZ,llt,ll~,ll~) is (0,1,2,-1,1,0,2) and the optimal value is -44. It is clear that all conditions except (C 4 ) are satisfied for the above problem.
However, Condition (C 4 ) requires that the decomposition of the above problem should be three stages. Therefore, the objective function must be decomposed 2 2 2 2 by !;1(x l ,y)=x l -5x l +y, !;2(x 2 ,y)=x 2 -5x 2 +y and !;3(x3,x4)=2x3-2lx3+x4+7x4. The numerical results are shown in Table 2 . All details are the same as in Table 1 . Table 2 where the values of constants rn' a mn and b m are given in Table 3 . This is a relaxed version of an optimal redundancy allocation problem. Nakagawa, Nakajima and Hattori [18] have solved the above problem with integral constraints on x and different values of b. The optimal value of the above n m problem is -0.95473 and its optimal solution is shown in Table 3 . As noted in Example 2, Condition (C 4 ) requires that the objective function should be decomr xn} pose~oby using ~n(xn,y)=1.l-(l-rn) y (n=1,2, ... ,27) and ~28(x28,x29,x30) = -IT {l-(l-r )xn}. Table 4 shows the computational results. All the details n=28 n 
Convergence Proofs
This section deals with the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3. Equation (2.2) and Condition (C 3 ) imply that for n=l, ... ,N, (S.l) 11 sk_ s * 11 ~ 110 (sk l,xk)-O (sk l,x*(sk 1» 11 +110 (sk l,x*(sk » n n n nn n nn nn nn n-l
where Snl and Sn2 are Lipschitz-constants of an· Since by Lemma 1, where for n=l, the summation over £ is assumed to be zero. Therefore, in order to prove that {X*} is a point of attraction of the D.D.P. algorithm or the n modified D.D.P. algorithm, it suffices to prove that as k~, 1I0k/l ~ and that to any small number El>O, there corresponds a number E2 such that 11 0° 11 <E Z implies /I ok 11 <El for all k; this is just uniform asymptotic stability of the origin of a system of difference equations for ok, if it exists.
To begin with, in order to prove Theorem 2, a system of difference equak tions for 0 generated by the D.D.P. algorithm will be derived. From (4.S) and (4.14) it follows that for n=2, •.. ,N-l,
n n nn n n nnn-392 K. Ohno Consequently, since ok+l=, 11 xk+l_X*(sk+l) 11 , for n=2, ... ,N-l, n n n n-l (8.5) ok+l ~ Ilu (Xk,sk l)-x*(sk 1)11+1111 (Xk,sk l)-U (Xk,sk n 1)11 n n n nn nn n nn n -+11 _x*(sk+ll)+x*(sk l)_[lK (X*(sk 1) ,sk 1) (sk+ll_sk 1) 11 n nn nn n n nnnn- n n n n'-nn n n n-+ 11 J-111 11 K 11 11 J -3 11 ). n n n n
The following lemma is essential in evaluating the right-hand sides of (8. 
n n nn n n-
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Therefore Condition (C 7 ) and (vi) and (vii) of Lemma 3 prove (viii) for n+l.
The proof of Lemma 3 is concluded.
By using Condition (C 7 ) and (iv) through (vii) of Lemma 3, combination of (8.5) with (8.11) Since O~O~~{(O~)2+(O~)2}/2, (8.11) and (viii) of Lemma 3 imply that for n=2, ... , N-l, there exist nonnegative numbers q~ and r~ such that
where q:=a n and q~=d~3 (1)n). In ~ similar way, (8.6) and (8.7) imply that (8. 12) holds for n=l and n=N, where r 1 =O (1=1, ... ,N). Consequently, by using NXN matrices Q(O)=(q~(01)P) and R(O)=(r~o1) with q~=O (1<n) and ri=o, (8.12) can be rewritten as (8.13) Clearly, in order to prove uniform asymptotic stability of the origin of ok, it sufficies to prove uniform asymptotic stability of the origin of the following system of difference equations:
(8.14)
When the constant p in (C 7 ) is positive, Q(o) and R(o) are continuous in 0 and
for <5 belonging to an appropriate neighbourhood of the origin. This implies that the origin is uniformly asymptotically stable [11] . Setting p=O in (8.14) yields (8.15) n n n n where qn=a n , q1=d 13 (1)11) and q1=O (1<n). Thus Condition (C 7 ) implies that all eigenvalues of Q are less than one in absolute value. Moreover R(O) is continuous in 0 and R(O)=O. Therefore the origin is uniformly asymptotically stable [11] . Thus it has been proved that the optimal solution {X*} of (P) is a point Throughout this paper, it is assumed that (P) satisfies Condition (C 2 ).
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If (P) satisfies Condition (Ci) and the functions o~l in (2.6) are twice continuously differentiable, then the results obtained in this paper remain valid with some modification.
In order to start the present algorithms, it is necessary to obtain an initial guess {XO} belonging to an neighbourhood of the optimal solution {X*}.
n n
The conventional tial guess {xo}.
n method in [15] .
dynamic programming with coarse grid will provide a good iniThen a good initial guess {AO} and ~O will be obtained by the n This approach, however, will take much time. Therefore it is hoped to investigate a' global stabilization of the present algorithms.
Finally, it should be noted that unless the matrices J n given by (3.17) and (3.l8) are singular, the present algorithms can be performed even if the initial guess {XO} is far from the optimal solution and/or infeasible. In this n k case, however, the present algorithms generate sequences of {X } which converge n to some points {X'} or diverge unboundedly, where {X'} may be an local optimal n n solution of (P) in which some constraints are dropped. If {X'} satisfies all n inequalities (3.5) through (3.7) and (3.ll) through (3.l3), then it is an local optimal solution of (P). Moreover if (P) is a convex program, then it is the optimal solution of (P). Since the convergence of the present algorithms is very rapid and their convergence domains are quite large, the present algorithms can solve rather easily large-scale nonlinear programming problems by adjusting the initial values {XO}. 
